Home survival weekly plan
Ideas for activities at home week commencing……………………….
Handwriting
Reading. A

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Complete attached sheet

Complete
attached sheet

Complete
attached sheet

Complete attached
sheet

Complete
attached sheet

Reading for 20 minutes.

Reading for 20
minutes. Write

Reading for 20
minutes. How

Reading for 20
minutes. Choose a

Reading for 20
minutes.

down 10
questions you’d
want to ask the
characters from
the book.

did a character
show our school
values of being
a Cray Learner?

decision the
character has made
and write reasons
‘for’ and ‘against’.

Respond to the
writing task sent
out with this
letter.

Create a poster
to explain what
parentheses is
for children in
year 4.
Remember to
use different
punctuation
linked with
parentheses.
4x tables
10 , 100 and
1000 times
larger eg.
4x5=20 40x5=?

Reported
Speech. Create
examples of
sentences that
could have
been said from
people who
have won an
amazing prize!

Practise spelling
words from year
5/6 word list.
Alternatively, use
https://spellingframe.
co.uk/ and each week
go over a year 5/6
spelling rule.

Practise spelling
words from year
5/6 word list.
Alternatively, use
https://spellingfram
e.co.uk/ and each
week go over a
year 5/6 spelling
rule.

comprehension
is on the class
dojo.

Find 5 words which add
atmosphere to the book.
Use them in your own
sentence

Spag

Parentheses. Complete 8
sentences which use
parentheses. Remember
parentheses is a word or
phrase put into a sentence
to give it more information.
The sentences can be
about anything in the news
at the moment.

Times tables
practise

2x tables
10 , 100 and 1000 times
larger eg. 2x5=10 20x5=?

Maths

Writing

STAR
PSHE
+
Music

8 x tables
11 x tables
2+4+8+11 x
10 , 100 and
10 , 100 and 1000
tables
1000 times
times larger eg.
larger
11x4=44 11x40=?
eg.8x10=80
80x10=?
2 pages per day or
2 pages per day 2 pages per day 2 pages per day or
Arithmetic Test
complete week8.6.20 from
or complete
or complete
complete week
Sheet. I’ve
bbcbitesize/whiterosemaths
week 8.6.20
week 8.6.20
8.6.20 from
uploaded more
Link on dojo
from
from
bbcbitesize/
on classdojo.
bbcbitesize/
bbcbitesize/
whiterosemaths
whiterosemaths
whiterosemaths
Link on dojo
Link on dojo
Link on dojo
Please see literacy pack sent out for full details. Create a list of fact and opinion statements to show you
can tell the difference between a fact and an opinion. Interview somebody in your family to help you write
their biography. Write a biography about part of their life. Edit this biography before sending it on the class
dojo.
Each week from now on at Craylands there will be a KS2 themed week rather than individual subjects.
Please see attached sheet from school office.
There has been lots in the news the last few days about the tragic death of George Floyd in America. This
has led to lots of marches and protests all across the world about how sadly many people face racism every
day. Listen to the song called ‘I got a dream’ by Common and Will.I.Am and write about what is the song
about? Who is it aimed at? What is song based upon? On the class dojo I have a powerpoint with other
things to think about linked to the song and racism which you may want to complete. Please get parental
permission before going on to youtube and watching the video.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XBa55sDTIiA

PE
Try some of the activities on the workout sheet which is with this letter or on the dojo. Can you create playlist of say 5-10 songs
which you think would be fun to listen to whilst you are doing the workout. I’d love to see you completing the workout and your
playlist songs or musical pieces. Please send them to the class dojo.

